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Up-to-date, reliable information regarding Tourette Syndrome andrelated disorders for teachers and
parentsChildren with TS tend to be teased and punished for the unusualyet uncontrollable symptoms of
their disorder. The Tourette Syndrome/OCD Checklist helps parents andteachers to better understand kids
and youth with TS and/or OCDand provide the support and interventions these kids need. Academic
failure iscommon.Offers a wealth of details on Tourette Syndrome,Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder, and
related conditionsIncludes approaches for discipline and behavior management,guidance on helping and
motivating kids with TS and OCD, homeworktips, and moreShows how exactly to educate peer college
students regarding TS and OCDLoaded with practical information, strategies, and resources,this book
assists parents and teachers to raised understand TouretteSyndrome and OCD and shows how every
individual can reach theirpotential in school and in life.Presented in a straightforward, concise, easy-to-
read checklist format, thebook is filled with the most recent research, practical information,
andinformation on an array of topics.
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Must have As a mother or father of two children which have Tourette Syndrome and OCD, this book
happens to be a have to have. I have been reading many books on TS and this sticks out as a favorite.
Simply.. This helped me understand in so many ways. I needed something similar to this to help wrap my
head around what my son is going through.!! It all is practical now! Excellent resource on Tourette
Syndrome and its associated conditions It has to be among the best if not the best books that explains
Tourette Syndrome and its own related conditions. I began scanning this book andbi cannot place it
down. I came across myself stating, "Oh my goodness! So very helpful!" and "Right! Behavior checklists
and sample letters for IEP's are helpful additions." and "That's why he does that?!! Get this book and look
for other things you can that is connected with her. This helped me a ton!" Five Stars I'm a teacher that
suspected Tourette in a student.! Five Stars Excellent book. I've bought several copies for my sons
teachers and counselors Four Stars Very useful and helpful - as a parent and as a teacher. Gold Standard
Everything Susan Conners will is top notch.! But for public schoolers that is a great resource to be certain
your child gets the greatest experience in school. Whether you certainly are a teacher, student or
administration, you will see helpful explanations and assistance. Whether you are very familiar with
Tourette Syndrome, or are just learning, this reserve is a helpful information to understanding TS plus
some of the common accomodations that can be used in a school setting. As a instructor and someone
who has Tourette herself, Ms Conners understands firsthand the daily issues people who have Tourette
face. That's totally my son! Worth a read! I've been trying to say it for SO LONG! Awesome!. As a parent
of a special needs child recently identified as having Tourette Syndrome and Obsessive Compulsive
Behaviors, this book was an enormous HUGE HELP! Personally, i love that it is written in easy-to-
understand language and though it is chocked filled with great info without being overwhelming. I'd buy
copies for each and every teacher they have from here on out easily thought they would read it. It is a
great reserve but mainly for teachers It is a great book but mainly for teachers. About 1/2 the book is
certainly for teachers, I was wishing more would be geared toward parents since I homeschool my
children. To me she is the gold standard for how to make TS and school work.
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